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LGS 6       COPSE TO THE REAR OF 17 FROGNAL 
 
Emails of support sent to redfrogemail@gmail.com 
 
 
Subject: [freeholders-17f] Sounds from the trees behind 17Frongal 
Date: Wed, 1 Aug 2018 20:09:27 +0000 
From: Patricia Casaburi et Artur Saraiva <arturetpatricia@hotmail.com> 
To: 17 Frognal freeholders group <freeholders-17f@googlegroups.com> 
 

Dear all, 
 
Sounds from the trees behind 17Frognal recorded today at 7pm. 
 
Woodland Birds1 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z9t9UgNyabE 
Woodland Birds2 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2ILvIN2DC2c  
Can this be used to support the Green Space Application?   
 
Regards, 
 
Artur 
 
 
London, 22 July 2018  
 
Dear RedFrog Neighbourhood Forum,  
Re. Local Green Space Application, woodlands behind Finchley Road  
 
I am writing as a 17 Frognal resident, flat H, to show my strong support for the application to designate the 
woodlands behind Finchley Road a Local Green Space.  
 
This site is the last the remaining area of woodlands behind Finchley Road and it is an oasis of protected 
trees and a home to a huge number of birds, bats, squirrels and a fox hence I beg your assistance in helping 
preserve it. Bats are particularly importance as they are a protected species in danger of extinction.  
 
This green space positively impacts all the local community with cleanliness of air away from the pollution 
of busy Finchley Road. We kindly and most gently ask for your sincere attention towards this Local Green 
Space application to preserve the woodland’s well-balanced eco-system, full of wildlife and protected trees.  
 
Yours sincerely,  
Patricia, Artur & Leo (4y) Saraiva  
17H Frognal 
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To whom it may concern, 
 
I would like to comment on the biodiversity of the garden at 17 Frognal.    
 
I garden there and have observed the variety of birds.  These include resident greater spotted woodpecker, long tailed 
tit, great tit, blue tit and coal tit as well as goldfinches, robin, wren, carrion crow, jay and magpie, swifts.  I have also 
heard black cap in spring.    
 
As I have seen these species frequently during monthly visits of a few hours I think they indicate a richly biodiverse 
environment that includes a large number of mature trees and understorey shrubs. Furthermore field mice, butterflies 
and a variety of other insects have been noted.  This is due to the area of mature gardens of which the  small wood at 
the end of the garden is a crucial part.  I would expect to see an even greater diversity if I spent more time there. 
   
This is an unusually biodiverse garden that I imagine contributes to a wider pool of urban biodiversity.  I think that 
preserving and ideally  enhancing the habitat of the small woodland at the garden's end is crucial to the ecology  of this 
important area. 
  
Yours sincerely 
  
Paul Carvajal 
Email:  francisamongthebirds@gmail.com 
 
 
Francisco Carvajal <francisamongthebirds@gmail.com> 
 

8 July 
2018 

 

 
 

 
to Margot, Michael, me 

 
 

Good morning Nancy, 
 
I would like to confirm that the email about the wood behind 17 Frognal is from me. 
 
Please let me know if you would like anything further. 
 
Regards 
 
Paul  
 
 
To whom it may concern, 
 
I would like to comment on the biodiversity of the garden at 17 Frognal.   I garden there and have observed the variety 
of birds.  These include resident greater spotted woodpecker, long tailed tit, great tit, blue tit and coal tit as well as 
goldfinches, robin, wren, carrion crow, jay and magpie, swifts.  I have also heard black cap in spring.   As I have seen 
these species frequently during monthly visits of a few hours I think they indicate a richly biodiverse environment that 
includes a large number of mature trees and understorey shrubs. Furthermore field mice, butterflies and a variety of 
other insects have been noted.  This is due to the area of mature gardens of which the  small wood at the end of the 
garden is a crucial part.  I would expect to see an even greater diversity if I spent more time there. 
   
This is an unusually biodiverse garden that I imagine contributes to a wider pool of urban biodiversity.  I think that 
preserving and ideally  enhancing the habitat of the small woodland at the garden's end is crucial to the ecology  of this 
important area. 
  
Yours sincerely 
  
Paul Carvajal 
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Bat Conservation and Survey report 
 

 
The Bat Conservation Trust has been counting bats in the UK for over 11 years, with the help of 
thousands of volunteers. Bat monitoring takes place in various locations across the UK, with volunteers 
counting bats as they emerge from their roosts and fly around. The purpose of bat counting is to find out 
what is happening to the bat populations in the UK and put in place appropriate actions to conserve 
them. 
 
This year the Bat Conservation Trust organised a Sunrise/Sunset Bat survey across the UK over the 
weekend of 19th and 20th July. Participation in the survey was open to everyone and widely advertised to 
raise awareness of the importance of bats conservation and to encourage people to take part (for 
example it was advertised in Time Out). The survey needed to take place at specific times depending on 
the city and  
 either in a building, a house, public land, a garden or a tree. 
 
As a member of the Bat Conservation Trust I decided to volunteer and take part in this survey. Having 
previously heard bats around our property at 17 Frognal, I decided to carry out the survey in our 
communal garden at the back of our building. 
 
The survey took place on 19th July from 21.05 to 22.30 and two other volunteers also joined me. As 
advised by the Bat Conservation Trust, we equipped ourselves with pens, notebooks, torches, clock,  
camera and the survey form with details and images of different type of bats. 
 
At 21.20 we saw the first bat flying out from a tree in the garden of flat H 17 Frognal and fly towards 
the land at the back of the communal garden, flying irregularly and making lots of turns. From the 
dimensions, the narrow wings, the colour, the irregular flying and various turns, this bat seemed to 
belong to the “Pipistrelle” species. Subsequent to this, we counted another 3 bats flying in the same 
direction from tree to tree in the garden of 17 Frognal, down to the woodland area and back again in 
wide irregular turns. 
A copy of the survey has been sent to the Bat Conservation Trust and I also have video footage of the 
bats taken during the survey. 
 
Around three quarters of British bat species are known to roost in trees. The remaining species could 
also use trees but because of a lack of a suitable environment they choose buildings or other structures. 
Trees provide bats with adequate shelter and attract a variety of different insects for them to feed on. 
Since bats are not able to dig holes or make nests, they will have their roosts in gaps, cracks, splits of the 
trees, root cavities or ivy.  
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The trees in the communal garden of 17 Frognal and in the woodland area at the back of it, along with 
the ivy and the other wildlife that the trees attract create a perfect environment for bats to roost in. The 
temporary TPO issued for the woodland area at 17 Frognal will help not only to preserve the trees but to 
conserve bats that seem to have their habitat in this area. The confirmation of TPO on a permanent basis 
would ensure the preservation of bats and other wildlife in the area. 
 
Previous to the issuance of the TPO, some trees had been cut down in the woodland area at 17 Frognal 
and an attempt to cut some more was made. In addition to the TPO, before carrying out any work to 
these trees the woodland owner and tree surgeons must take into account the presence of bats in this area 
and respect all the legislation that applies to bat preservation in the UK. 
 
All UK bats and their roosts are protected by law. Before any work can be carried out on any of the trees 
at 17 Frognal, the following legislation would have to be taken into account: 
 
- The Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 
The Act applies in England, Scotland and Wales, and provides protection for all bats and their roosts. It 
requires consultation with the appropriate Statutory Nature Conservation Organisation (SNCO) – 
English Nature in England, before carrying out activities which might harm or disturb bats or their roost 
– regardless of whether the bat is in the roost at the time. 
 
- Countryside and Right of Way Act 2000 
The CROW Act applies to England and Wales and has implications for all those involved in the 
management of trees as this legislation protects bats and roosts from reckless (as well as intentional) 
destruction/disturbance. Inspection of trees is necessary before carrying out any work to ensure they are 
not/have not been used by bats. 
 
- EC Council Directive on the Conservation of Natural Habitats and of Wild Fauna and 
Flora 1992 
This legislation sets down requirements for wildlife conservation in EU countries. All bats are found in 
Annex IV, which includes animal and plant species of Community interest whose conservation requires 
the designation of Special Areas of Conservation. The Directive is implemented in the UK through the 
Conservation Regulations 1994.Under the Directive, it is an offence to damage or destroy a breeding 
site  or resting place of any bat, or to deliberately capture , kill or disturb a bat. In England, where bats 
are likely to be affected by work to trees, an application for a Licence should be made to the Department 
of Environment , Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA). 
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Frognal survey, 25/6/18

Time Griffin Anabat Peersonic
(did not yield meaningful results)

21:15 Appx start of survey
21:50 Ppi
21:51 Ppi Ppi
21:52 Ppi Ppi
21:53 Ppi
21:54 Ppi
21:57 Ppi
21:58 Ppi
22:00 Ppi
22:01 Ppi Ppi
22:02 Ppi
22:03 Ppi(?)
22:05 Ppi Ppi
22:07 nothing
22:08 Ppi
22:10 Ppi
22:11 Ppi
22:13 box noise
22:13 Appx end of survey

From: Greg Carson <greg> @ecologynetwork.co.uk
Date: Wed, 4 Jul 2018, 18:36
Subject: Bat advice
To:  <hibbsy@gmail.com>

Dear  Michael

I trust this is of interest.

I would be grateful if you provide me with your full address and postcode.

Kind regards

Greg

< 180625 Frognal survey summary.xls >
< S6252201.jpg >
< 10X00021.jpg >

For interest and information, please find attached some data related to the 
advice I provided you on 25th June 2018.

I attach a spreadsheet summarising the recorded observations:  Common 
pipistrelle (Pipistrellus pipistrellus , marked as Ppi  on the spreadsheet) was 
observed flying and feeding in the vicinity.  I attach a screenshot from the Anabat 
(S6252201.jpg) and the Griffin (10X00021.jpg), the latter indicating a bat feeding.

I undertook a brief survey of the land in the vicinity of the garden to the rear of No 
17 Frognal around dusk.  I used a hand-held 'manual' Griffin broadband detector, 
standing close to the rear boundary of the garden.  I also positioned an Anabat 
SD1 static broadband detector in the branched of the elder facing towards the 
sycamore in the land adjacent to the western boundary of your garden. A 



	  
	  

London,	  22	  July	  2018	  	  
	  
	  
Dear	  RedFrog	  Neighbourhood	  Forum,	  	  
	  
	  
Re.	  Local	  Green	  Space	  Application,	  woodlands	  behind	  Finchley	  Road	  	  
	  
	  
I	  am	  writing	  as	  a	   	  resident,	   	  to	  show	  my	  strong	  support	  for	  the	  application	  
to	  designate	  the	  woodlands	  behind	  Finchley	  Road	  a	  Local	  Green	  Space.	  	  
	  
This	  site	  is	  the	  last	  the	  remaining	  area	  of	  woodlands	  behind	  Finchley	  Road	  and	  it	  is	  an	  oasis	  
of	  protected	  trees	  and	  a	  home	  to	  a	  huge	  number	  of	  birds,	  bats,	  squirrels	  and	  a	  fox	  hence	  I	  
beg	  your	  assistance	  in	  helping	  preserve	  it.	  	  	  Bats	  are	  particularly	  importance	  as	  they	  are	  a	  
protected	  species	  in	  danger	  of	  extinction.	  	  	  	  
	  
This	  green	  space	  positively	  impacts	  all	  the	  local	  community	  with	  cleanliness	  of	  air	  away	  from	  
the	  pollution	  of	  busy	  Finchley	  Road.	  	  	  
	  
We	  kindly	  and	  most	  gently	  ask	  for	  your	  sincere	  attention	  towards	  this	  Local	  Green	  Space	  
application	  to	  preserve	  the	  woodland’s	  well-‐balanced	  eco-‐system,	  full	  of	  wildlife	  and	  
protected	  trees.	  	  
	  
	  
Yours	  sincerely,	  	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

	  
Frognal	  	  
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